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By Routledge

Taylor Francis Ltd, United Kingdom, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. 8th Revised edition.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Routledge Lawcards are your complete, pocket-sized guides
to key examinable areas of the undergraduate law curriculum and the CPE/GDL. Their concise text,
user-friendly layout and compact format make them an ideal revision aid. Helping you to identify,
understand and commit to memory the salient points of each area of the law, shouldn t you make
Routledge Lawcards your essential revision companions? Fully updated and revised with all the
most important recent legal developments, Routledge Lawcards are packed with features: *Revision
checklists help you to consolidate the key issues within each topic *Colour coded highlighting really
makes cases and legislation stand out *Full tables of cases and legislation make for easy reference
*Boxed case notes pick out the cases that are most likely to come up in exams *Diagrams and
flowcharts clarify and condense complex and important topics .an excellent starting point for any
enthusiastic reviser. The books are concise and get right down to the nitty-gritty of each topic. - Lex
Magazine Routledge Lawcards are supported by a Companion Website offering: *Flashcard
glossaries allowing you to test your understanding of key terms...
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Undoubtedly, this is the best work by any author. It is really simplified but shocks within the 50 % in the publication. Its been written in an extremely
straightforward way and is particularly just following i finished reading this publication by which basically altered me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- V ivia nne Dietr ich-- V ivia nne Dietr ich

This is actually the greatest pdf i actually have read until now. it absolutely was writtern really properly and beneficial. Your life period will be change when
you complete looking over this pdf.
-- Lur line Little-- Lur line Little
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